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This post is aimed at those, who have not joined the Drupal fan club and do have some common
prejudices against it.

Drupal, is a remarkable CMS, but itâ€™s somewhat misunderstood by some. Apart from having the
reputation of being developer friendly rather than user friendly, it is also said to have a steep
learning curve. Moreover, some think that itâ€™s meant only for large enterprise level websites. Another
buzz about it is that its themes are not as attractive as compared to some of some other CMSs in
the market.

However, the truth is quite different. Firstly, apart from being developer friendly it is also user
friendly, especially after the release of Drupal 7. The so called steep learning curve becomes just a
myth after you spend just a little time playing around with it. Secondly, though Drupal can brilliantly
manage any requirements of large corporate websites, it can also be used for any type of website of
any size; from small start-ups to personal blogs, etc. The third reproach on Drupal that we try to
sweep away here in this post is that free Drupal themes are plain and unattractive. Drupal themes
have also become amazing as its abilities as a CMS platform.

With the passing time Drupal is improving to perfect its plus points and overcome its weaknesses if
any. So, here is a collection of some great, free and professional Drupal themes to prove our point.

Note: Even though Drupal 7 has been here for some time and is the present craze, we are dealing
the old way (at least in this post, as weâ€™ve covered Drupal 6 themes) and mostly presenting the
themes that are only compatible with Drupal 6. This will further stress on the fact that Drupal themes
have got better for quite some time now. Hope you like this collection:

1.    Jackson (6.x)

The Jackson Theme is a feature-rich, well-organized, theme based on the Nine Sixty (960) Theme.
Its clean layout and lightweight code make it a perfect theme for small to medium-sized business to
get up and running rapidly.

Download & Docs â†’View the Demo â†’

2.    Acquia Slate (6.x)

Acquia Slate is a dark, corporate styled theme with several banner photos, adjust block and sidebar
widths, choose different title colors, and much more. As with all Fusion Themes, it supports fluid
width and re-positional sidebars.

Download & Docs â†’View the Demo â†’

3.     Asesor Blue (5.x)

Asesor Blue is a clean and simple corporate theme that supports all default Drupal theme features;
Logo, site name, search box, favicon, primary links and secondary links.

Download & Docs â†’View the Demo â†’
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4.     Afterburner (6.x)

Afterburner balances speed and search engine optimization with a full feature set. It comes
packaged with an assortment of 8 preset styles, both light and dark.

Download & Docs â†’View the Demo â†’

5.     Libra (7.x)

The flexible fluid or fixed Libra can optionally include a secondary menu, site name, slogan, inline
search box and primary links. Its design has a clean combination of blue sky colors and effective
typography.

Download & Docs â†’View Screenshots

6.     Opengrid Academica for Drupal (6.x)

Download & Docs â†’View the Demo â†’

7.     BlogBuzz (5.x)

BlogBuzz comes with 2 block regions, 3 level dropdown navigation, 3 great color schemes and is
100% CSS driven.

Download & Docs â†’View the Demo â†’

8.    Jovelin (6.x)

Download & Docs â†’View the Demo â†’

9.    Journal Crunch

Journal Crunch Demo â†’Drupalizing Themes â†’

10. Imprezz

Imprezz Demo â†’Drupalizing Themes â†’
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